Fall 2020 - Spring 2021

- Art Hub: Art Exploration for Home Learners
  - Drawing paper, ten sheets
  - Sketching pencil; HB or 2H
  - Eraser
  - Coloring pencils
  - Watercolor paper, two sheets
  - Eight color watercolor set
  - Two dowels
  - Coloring pencils
  - Scissors
  - Two to three glue sticks
  - Newspaper
  - Objects: any items you have at home will suffice, e.g., mugs, vase, or plants
  - Thick cardstock paper for background paper
  - Colored paper, six sheets of primary and secondary
  - Patterned paper, sheet sheets
  - Two small packets of model magic
  - Twister wire; chenille stems or twister wire
  - Markers
  - 20 beads, any brand
  - Thick cardstock or cardboard